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Island Bench

Helmsman island bench is freestanding and can be fixed to the
floor if required. Available for both dry and wet environments. The
frames are 25 x 25 or 40 x 40 mm mild steel tubes. If used in a
humid area such as a leisure centre changing room, the bench
frame is zinc-plated and powder-coated to customers choice of
colour. Seat slats are 10/12 mm solid grade laminate.

Durable & versitle



Double-sided & Single-sided
Benches

Helmsman freestanding double-sided bench with a double-sided
coat hook bar is completely versatile. Standard nylon hooks are
placed every 280mm. Optional foot-bar is available.

The single-sided bench with a single-sided coat hook bar should be
fixed to a wall/floor for security. 

Both types of benches are manufactured from 25 x 25 or 40 x
40mm square steel tubing which is powder-coated. Mild steel is
zinc-plated to suit wet areas. The seat slats can be manufactured
from ash hardwood or solid grade laminate. The overall height of
the bench is 1700mm. Bespoke options are available. 

Ideal for schools and leisure centres



Cantilever Bench Seating

Helmsman cantilever benches are sturdy and space-saving as they
are attached to the wall. The strength and wall type need to be
inspected before attaching the bench. It is perfect when minimal
fixings are required. It allows clear ground beneath for storage or
obstruction-free cleaning. Suitable for both wet and dry areas. 

Standard cantilever dimensions are 450H x 1500W x 300D mm.
Bespoke sizes available, please consult with Helmsman.
Manufactured from mild steel 25/40mm tubes which are fixed to
the wall. The seat can be manufactured from ash hardwood or solid
grade laminate as standard. Bespoke options are available. 

Sturdy & space-saving



Wall to Floor Bench Seating

Helmsman changing room wall to floor benching is ideal for
schools, gyms, leisure centres or sports facilities. These benches are
fixed to the wall and the floor for extra durability. Optional to have a
coat hook bar above the bench as an extra. 

Standard wall to floor bench seating dimensions is 450H x 1500W x
300D mm. Manufactured from mild steel 25/40mm tubes. The seat
can be manufactured from ash hardwood or solid grade laminate
as standard. Suitable for both wet and dry areas. Bespoke options
are available. 

Changing room bench seating



Bespoke Bench Seating

Helmsman has a wide range of benching solutions available,
however, we are known for providing high-quality bespoke
products. We can manufacture bespoke bench seating for your
environment. We will work with you to design, supply and install (if
necessary) the perfect beach seating solution.

Tailored to your requirements



Wall Mounted Coat Hook Bar

Helmsman coat hook bars come hand in hand with most bench
seating options. It is a convenient way to provide more storage for
personal items such as bags and clothing. Nylon hooks are placed
every 250mm. A standard bar is 1500mm long. Option to upgrade
to aluminium hooks. 

Sturdy & convenient 
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